
Main Crit eria: Spelling Classroom

Seco ndary Crit eria: Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness Standards

Subject : Language Arts

Grades: 1, 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6 , 7, 8, 9 , 10, 11, 12

Spelling Classroom

Word Introduction
Summary: Words are pronounced and introduced in a contextual setting.

Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness St andards
Language Art s

Grade 1  - Adopted: 2016
THEME  MS.RF.1. Reading Foundat ional Skills

SUBJECT  Phonics and Word Recognit ion

STANDARD  RF.1.3. Know and apply grade�level phonics and word analysis skills in  decoding words.

OBJECTIVE  RF.1.3g. Recogniz e and read grade�appropriate irregularly spelled  words.

THEME  MS.RF.1. Reading Foundat ional Skills

SUBJECT  Fluency

STANDARD  RF.1.4 . Read with  suf f icient  accuracy and f luency to  support  comprehension.

OBJECTIVE  RF.1.4 c. Use context  to  conf irm or self -correct  word recognit ion and understanding,
rereading as necessary.

THEME  MS.L.1. Language

SUBJECT  Convent ions of  Standard English

STANDARD  L.1.2. Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  L.1.2d. Use convent ional spelling  for words with  common spelling  pat terns and for
f requent ly occurring irregular words.

OBJECTIVE  L.1.2e. Spell untaught  words phonet ically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling
convent ions.

THEME  MS.L.1. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.1.4 . Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grade 1 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom an array of
st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  L.1.4 a. Use sentence- level context  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

THEME  MS.L.1. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.1.5. With  guidance and support  f rom adults, demonstrate understanding of  word
relat ionships and nuances in  word meanings.

OBJECTIVE  L.1.5c. Ident ify real�life connect ions between words and their use (e.g ., note p laces at  home
that  are coz y) .

THEME  MS.L.1. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.1.6 . Use words and phrases acquired through conversat ions, reading and being read to ,
and responding to  texts, including using f requent ly occurring conjunct ions to
signal simple relat ionships (e.g ., because) .

Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness St andards
Language Art s

Grade 2  - Adopted: 2016
THEME  MS.RF.2. Reading Foundat ional Skills

SUBJECT  Fluency

STANDARD  RF.2.4 . Read with  suf f icient  accuracy and f luency to  support  comprehension.

OBJECTIVE  RF.2.4 c. Use context  to  conf irm or self -correct  word recognit ion and understanding,
rereading as necessary.
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THEME  MS.L.2. Language

SUBJECT  Convent ions of  Standard English

STANDARD  L.2.2. Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  L.2.2d. Generaliz e learned spelling  pat terns when writ ing words (e.g ., cage → badge;
boy→boil) .

THEME  MS.L.2. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.2.4 . Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grade 2 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom an array of
st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  L.2.4 a. Use sentence- level context  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

THEME  MS.L.2. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.2.5. Demonstrate understanding of  word relat ionships and nuances in  word meanings.

OBJECTIVE  L.2.5a. Ident ify real- life connect ions between words and their use (e.g ., describe foods that
are spicy or ju icy) .

THEME  MS.L.2. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.2.6 . Use words and phrases acquired through conversat ions, reading and being read to ,
and responding to  texts, including using adject ives and adverbs to  describe (e.g .,
When other kids are happy that  makes me happy) .

Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness St andards
Language Art s

Grade 3 - Adopted: 2016
THEME  MS.RF.3. Reading Foundat ional Skills

SUBJECT  Phonics and Word Recognit ion

STANDARD  RF.3.3. Know and apply grade�level phonics and word analysis skills in  decoding words.

OBJECTIVE  RF.3.3d. Read grade�appropriate irregularly spelled  words.

THEME  MS.RF.3. Reading Foundat ional Skills

SUBJECT  Fluency

STANDARD  RF.3.4 . Read with  suf f icient  accuracy and f luency to  support  comprehension.

OBJECTIVE  RF.3.4 c. Use context  to  conf irm or self -correct  word recognit ion and understanding,
rereading as necessary.

THEME  MS.L.3. Language

SUBJECT  Convent ions of  Standard English

STANDARD  L.3.2. Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  L.3.2e. Use convent ional spelling  for h igh�f requency and other studied words and for
adding suf f ixes to  base words (e.g ., sit t ing , smiled, cries, happiness) .

OBJECTIVE  L.3.2f . Use spelling  pat terns and generaliz at ions (word families, posit ion-  based spellings,
syllab le pat terns, ending ru les, meaningfu l word parts)  in  writ ing words.

THEME  MS.L.3. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.3.4 . Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning word and phrases
based on grade 3 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  L.3.4 a. Use sentence�level context  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

THEME  MS.L.3. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.3.5. Demonstrate understanding of  f igurat ive language, word relat ionships and nuances
in  word meanings.

OBJECTIVE  L.3.5a. Dist inguish the literal and nonliteral meanings of  words and phrases in  context  (e.g .,
take steps) .

OBJECTIVE  L.3.5b. Ident ify real l ife connect ions between words and their use (e.g ., describe people who
are f riendly or helpfu l) .

THEME  MS.L.3. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use



STANDARD  L.3.6 . Acquire and use accurately grade�appropriate conversat ional, general academic, and
domain�specif ic words and phrases, including those that  signal spat ial and temporal
relat ionships (e.g ., Af ter d inner that  n ight  we went  looking for them) .

Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness St andards
Language Art s

Grade 4  - Adopted: 2016
THEME  MS.RF.4 . Reading Foundat ional Skills

SUBJECT  Fluency

STANDARD  RF.4 .4 . Read with  suf f icient  accuracy and f luency to  support  comprehension.

OBJECTIVE  RF.4 .4 c. Use context  to  conf irm or self �correct  word recognit ion and understanding,
rereading as necessary.

THEME  MS.L.4 . Language

SUBJECT  Convent ions of  Standard English

STANDARD  L.4 .2. Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  L.4 .2d. Spell grade�appropriate words correct ly, consult ing references as needed.

THEME  MS.L.4 . Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.4 .4 . Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grade 4  reading and content , choosing f lexib ility f rom a range of
st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  L.4 .4 a. Use context  (e.g ., def in it ions, examples, or restatements in  text )  as a clue to  the
meaning of  a meaning of  a word or phrase.

THEME  MS.L.4 . Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.4 .5. Demonstrate understanding of  f igurat ive language, word relat ionships, and nuances
in  word meanings.

OBJECTIVE  L.4 .5c. Demonstrate understanding of  words by relat ing them to  their opposites (antonyms)
and to  words with  similar but  not  ident ical meanings (synonyms) .

THEME  MS.L.4 . Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.4 .6 . Acquire and use accurately grade�appropriate general academic and domain  specif ic
words and phrases, including those that  signal precise act ions, emot ions, or states
of  being (e.g ., qu iz z ed, whined, stammered)  and that  are basic to  a part icu lar topic
(e.g ., wild life, conservat ion, and endangered when d iscussing animal preservat ion) .

Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness St andards
Language Art s

Grade 5  - Adopted: 2016
THEME  MS.RF.5. Reading Foundat ional Skills

SUBJECT  Fluency

STANDARD  RF.5.4 . Read with  suf f icient  accuracy and f luency to  support  comprehension.

OBJECTIVE  RF.5.4 c. Use context  to  conf irm or self -correct  word recognit ion and understanding rereading
as necessary.

THEME  MS.L.5. Language

SUBJECT  Convent ions of  Standard English

STANDARD  L.5.2. Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  L.5.2e. Spell grade-appropriate words correct ly, consult ing references as needed.

THEME  MS.L.5. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.5.4 . Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grade 5 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range of
st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  L.5.4 a. Use context  (e.g ., cause/ef fect  relat ionships and comparisons in  text )  as a clue to  the
meaning of  a word or phrase.

THEME  MS.L.5. Language



SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.5.5. Demonstrate understanding of  f igurat ive language, word relat ionships, and nuances
in  word meanings.

OBJECTIVE  L.5.5c. Use the relat ionship  between part icu lar words (e.g ., synonyms, antonyms,
homographs)  to  bet ter understand each of  the words.

Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness St andards
Language Art s

Grade 6  - Adopted: 2016
THEME  MS.L.6 . Language

SUBJECT  Convent ions of  Standard English

STANDARD  L.6 .1. Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing (print ing, cursive, or keyboarding)  or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  L.6 .1e. Recogniz e variat ions f rom standard English  in  their own and others'  writ ing and
speaking, and ident ify and use st rategies to  improve expression in  convent ional
language.

THEME  MS.L.6 . Language

SUBJECT  Convent ions of  Standard English

STANDARD  L.6 .2. Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  L.6 .2b. Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.L.6 . Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.6 .4 . Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grade 6  reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range of
st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  L.6 .4 a. Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence or paragraph; a word’s posit ion
or funct ion in  a sentence )  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  L.6 .4 d. Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.L.6 . Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.6 .6 . Acquire and use accurately grade�appropriate general academic and domain-specif ic
words and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase
important  to  comprehension or expression.

Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness St andards
Language Art s

Grade 7  - Adopted: 2016
THEME  MS.SL.7. Speaking and Listening

SUBJECT  Presentat ion of  Knowledge and Ideas

STANDARD  SL.7.4 . Present  claims and f indings, emphasiz ing salient  points in  a focused, coherent
manner with  pert inent  descript ions, facts, details, and examples; use appropriate eye
contact , adequate volume, and clear pronunciat ion.

THEME  MS.L.7. Language

SUBJECT  Convent ions of  Standard English

STANDARD  L.7.2. Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  L.7.2b. Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.L.7. Language

SUBJECT  Knowledge of  Language

STANDARD  L.7.3. Use knowledge of  language and its convent ions when writ ing, speaking, reading, or
listening.

OBJECTIVE  L.7.3a. Choose language that  expresses ideas precisely and concisely, recogniz ing and
eliminat ing wordiness and redundancy.

THEME  MS.L.7. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.7.4 . Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grade 7 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range of



st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  L.7.4 a. Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence or paragraph; a word’s posit ion
or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  L.7.4 d. Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.L.7. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.7.5. Demonstrate understanding of  f igurat ive language, word relat ionships, and nuances
in  word meanings.

OBJECTIVE  L.7.5b. Use the relat ionship  between part icu lar words (e.g ., synonym/antonym, analogy)  to
bet ter understand each of  the words.

THEME  MS.L.7. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.7.6 . Acquire and use accurately grade�appropriate general academic and domain-specif ic
words and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase
important  to  comprehension or expression.

Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness St andards
Language Art s

Grade 8  - Adopted: 2016
THEME  MS.RL.8. Reading Literature

SUBJECT  Craf t  and St ructure

STANDARD  RL.8.4 . Determine the meaning of  words and phrases as they are used in  a text , including
f igurat ive and connotat ive meanings; analyz e the impact  of  specif ic word choices on
meaning and tone, including analogies or allusions to  other texts.

THEME  MS.SL.8. Speaking and Listening

SUBJECT  Presentat ion of  Knowledge and Ideas

STANDARD  SL.8.4 . Present  claims and f indings, emphasiz ing salient  points in  a focused, coherent
manner with  relevant  evidence, sound valid  reasoning, and well�chosen details; use
appropriate eye contact , adequate volume, and clear pronunciat ion.

THEME  MS.L.8. Language

SUBJECT  Convent ions of  Standard English

STANDARD  L.8.2. Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  L.8.2c. Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.L.8. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.8.4 . Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words or phrases
based on grade 8 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  L.8.4 a. Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence or paragraph; a word’s posit ion
or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  L.8.4 d. Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.L.8. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.8.5. Demonstrate understanding of  f igurat ive language, word relat ionships, and nuances
in  word meanings.

OBJECTIVE  L.8.5b. Use the relat ionship  between part icu lar words to  bet ter understand each of  the
words.

THEME  MS.L.8. Language

SUBJECT  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

STANDARD  L.8.6 . Acquire and use accurately grade�appropriate general academic and domain-specif ic
words and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase
important  to  comprehension or expression.

Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness St andards
Language Art s

Grade 9  - Adopted: 2016
THEME  MS.EI. English  I



SUBJECT  EI.L.9 . Language

STANDARD  Convent ions of  Standard English

OBJECTIVE  EI.L.9 .2. Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  EI.L.9 .2c. Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.EI. English  I

SUBJECT  EI.L.9 . Language

STANDARD  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

OBJECTIVE  EI.L.9 .4 . Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 9 –10 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range of
st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  EI.L.9 .4 a
.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  EI.L.9 .4 d
.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.EI. English  I

SUBJECT  EI.L.9 . Language

STANDARD  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

OBJECTIVE  EI.L.9 .6 . Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language



STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language



STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness St andards
Language Art s

Grade 10  - Adopted: 2016
THEME  MS.EII. English  II

SUBJECT  EII.L.10. Language

STANDARD  Convent ions of  Standard English

OBJECTIVE  EII.L.10.2
.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  EII.L.10.2
c.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.EII. English  II

SUBJECT  EII.L.10. Language

STANDARD  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

OBJECTIVE  EII.L.10.4
.

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 9 –10 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range of
st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  EII.L.10.4
a.

use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  EII.L.10.4
d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.EII. English  II

SUBJECT  EII.L.10. Language

STANDARD  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

OBJECTIVE  EII.L.10.6
.

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language



STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS- Language



DE.L.11-
12.

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.



Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness St andards
Language Art s

Grade 11  - Adopted: 2016
THEME  MS.EIII. English  II I

SUBJECT  EIII.L.11. Language

STANDARD  Convent ions of  Standard English

OBJECTIVE  EIII.L.11.
1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  EIII.L.11.
1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.EIII. English  II I

SUBJECT  EIII.L.11. Language

STANDARD  Convent ions of  Standard English

OBJECTIVE  EIII.L.11.
2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  EIII.L.11.
2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.EIII. English  II I

SUBJECT  EIII.L.11. Language

STANDARD  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

OBJECTIVE  EIII.L.11.
4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11-12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  EIII.L.11.
4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  EIII.L.11.
4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.EIII. English  II I

SUBJECT  EIII.L.11. Language

STANDARD  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

OBJECTIVE  EIII.L.11.
6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain-specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-

Language



12.

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

THEME  MS.HS- Technical and Workplace Writ ing



TWW.

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

Mississippi Co llege & Career Readiness St andards
Language Art s

Grade 12  - Adopted: 2016
THEME  MS.EIV. English  IV

SUBJECT  EIV.L.12. Language

STANDARD  Convent ions of  Standard English

OBJECTIVE  EIV.L.12.
1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  EIV.L.12.
1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.EIV. English  IV

SUBJECT  EIV.L.12. Language

STANDARD  Convent ions of  Standard English

OBJECTIVE  EIV.L.12.
2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  EIV.L.12.
2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.EIV. English  IV



SUBJECT  EIV.L.12. Language

STANDARD  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

OBJECTIVE  EIV.L.12.
4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 1-12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range of
st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  EIV.L.12.
4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  EIV.L.12.
4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.EIV. English  IV

SUBJECT  EIV.L.12. Language

STANDARD  Vocabulary Acquisit ion and Use

OBJECTIVE  EIV.L.12.
6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain-specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.HS-
CW.

Creat ive Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
CW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
CW.L.11
�12.6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate



SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.HS-
DE.

Debate

SUBJECT  HS-
DE.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
DE.L.11
�12.6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.1.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  grammar and usage
when writ ing or speaking.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.1a.

Apply the understanding that  usage is a mat ter of  convent ion, can change over t ime,
and is somet imes contested.

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.2.

Demonstrate command of  the convent ions of  standard English  capitaliz at ion,
punctuat ion, and spelling  when writ ing.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.2b.

Spell correct ly.

THEME  MS.HS- Technical and Workplace Writ ing



TWW.

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.4 .

Determine or clarify the meaning of  unknown and mult ip le�meaning words and
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content , choosing f lexib ly f rom a range
of  st rategies.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.4 a.

Use context  (e.g ., the overall meaning of  a sentence, paragraph, or text ; a word’s
posit ion or funct ion in  a sentence)  as a clue to  the meaning of  a word or phrase.

OBJECTIVE  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.4 d.

Verify the preliminary determinat ion of  the meaning of  a word or phrase (e.g ., by
checking the in ferred meaning in  context  or in  a d ict ionary) .

THEME  MS.HS-
TWW.

Technical and Workplace Writ ing

SUBJECT  HS-
TWW.L.11-
12.

Language

STANDARD  HS-
TWW.L.11
�12.6 .

Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain�specif ic words and
phrases, suf f icient  for reading, writ ing, speaking, and listening at  the college and
career readiness level; demonstrate independence in  gathering vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important  to  comprehension or
expression.
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